
            
            

Alberto Perez is an assistant professor in the department of chemistry and quantum theory project at the University of 
Florida.  His laboratory is interested in the structures, dynamics and func onality of proteins, pep des, and nucleic 
acids and how their interac ons lead to func onality. Their interest in recent years has been the study of protein-  
protein interac ons mediated through pep de epitopes that have a role in disease. These pep de-protein complexes 
are challenging to characterize both computa onally and experimentally due to their large flexibility. They develop 
and apply computa onal tools to predict structures, rela ve binding affini es and mechanisms of ac on. During his 
post-doctoral training in Ken Dill’s group he co-developed MELD (Modeling Employing Limited Data) to integrate 
sparse, ambiguous, and noisy data into simula ons – which his group con nues to 
develop. The approach significantly accelerates sampling of states compa ble with 
subsets of data. At the University of Florida his group has established collabora ons 
to incorporate new sources of experimental data such as CryoEM and NMR Chemical 
Shi  perturba on towards structure determina on. They combine these methods 
with more tradi onal simula on approaches to map the energy landscape of the   
biomolecules and understand their binding or folding landscapes. Finally, to iden fy 
strong pep de binders to proteins of interest, they developed a compe ve binding 
approach using MELD. For the purposes of the proposed work, they have recently 
developed a high throughput compe ve binding assay based on the AlphaFold    
machine learning approach that can rank pep des by their binding affinity.  
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Most macromolecules interreact with other molecules in order to carry out their biological role. By understanding 
the structures of complexes, the different binding modes and the interac ons that drive binding we can design new 
molecules that promote or inhibit proteins. Computa onal modeling has played a significant role in predic ng and 
iden fying small molecule binding through techniques such as docking and alchemical free energy calcula ons. How-
ever, the success rate with flexible molecules is much lower.  

In this talk I will present two direc ons in our efforts to combine informa on and simula ons to predict the struc-
tures of complexes involving conforma onal changes. In the first example, we  predict the structures of intrinsically 
disordered pep des that fold upon binding the extra terminal domain of bromo and extra terminal domain proteins 
– a class of proteins involved in cancer and viral infec on. In the second example I will present our work on predict 
protein-nucleic acid complexes using generic informa on and our MELD simula on framework. 
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